Introduction

This is a report on the work done for Milestone 2 completion by Tor Metrics Team.

Milestone 2: Complete

Milestone: 6 metrics-lib/DescripTor

2.1. Make a wider audience aware of the Tor descriptor parsing library metrics-lib/DescripTor by writing a blog post about it that explains how to use it.

Done. We wrote the following blog post yesterday, titled "Tor descriptors à la carte: Tor Metrics Library 2":

https://blog.torproject.org/blog/tor-descriptors-la-carte-tor-metrics-library-2

Also promoted using our Twitter account to 199k followers:
https://twitter.com/torproject/status/880511229370007552

2.2. Put out one or more metrics-lib/DescripTor releases.
Done. Throughout the 12 months of this award we put out in total 11 metrics-lib releases, of which 7 were minor releases and 1 was a major release:

https://dist.torproject.org/metrics-lib/?C=M;O=D

2.3. Write user-friendly tutorials for metrics-lib/DescripTor that empower users to independently analyze large amounts of network data.

Done. We wrote three tutorials for getting started with metrics-lib and created a project page around them: https://metrics.torproject.org/metrics-lib.html